TU1
A character that went by this name used makeup to create a fake facial scar, despite the fact that he almost
always wore a mask. That character was killed when his brother ignited the fuel tank of the boat that he
was driving. This is part of the name of a wide receiver for the Detroit Lions who played college football
at USC. For 10 points, give this name of an ancient Egyptian god who was at one time associated with Ra.
Answer: Amon
TU2
A character with this name led a team that was briefly an ally of the Hulk when he was separated from his
counterpart, Bruce Banner, in a 2011 run written by Jason Aaron. Another character with this name who
has been played by actors Tony Kebbel and Julian McMahon. A man who was inspired by the previous
character adopted a persona of this name and died in October of 2020. This is also the all-caps name of a
10 mana Hearthstone card that destroys all minions and draws a card for each. For 10 points, give this
name that titles an iconic first person shooter franchise whose protagonist is often paired with a yellow
dog from a different video game franchise.
Answer: Doom
TU3
This character was romantically involved with his business partner Max, who was later murdered as
punishment for an act of disrespect. In this character’s last scene, he steps out of a room seemingly
unharmed, until it is revealed that half of his face is gone. That scene comes after a scene where this
character confronts his long-time nemesis, who kills him using a suicide bomb in his wheelchair. For 10
points, name this drug kingpin who manipulates Walter White into cooking his methamphetamine.
Answer: Gus
TU4
This word that appears in the titles of many Magic the Gathering cards was formerly spelled with 5 letters
until a language standard change in 2016. That change was implemented due to the release of a set with
this word in the name. This is the name of a move that is used by a Super Smash Brothers character who
“fights for his friends”. A very similar move can be found in the moveset of another character that
originates from the same franchise. For 10 points, name this word that refers to a fake dimension in
Minecraft that can supposedly be reached by creating a portal out of glowstone and water.
Answer: Aether
TU5
The answer to this question is a combination of the answerlines to questions 1 and 3. This video game
was represented in the 2020 Youtube Rewind Musical with a song that parodied the song that the
Oompa-Loompas sing in Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory. A song titled for this video game “in
real life” contains the lyric “I was playing in the game/but now I’m just a watcher”. That song was written
by Rebecca Zamolo. For 10 points, name this video game in which crewmates try to complete tasks on
one of a variety of maps while the imposters hidden among them pick them off one by one.
Answer: Among Us

